
Imagine the prequel -
Who is ‘The traveller’ keeping his word 

to? What made him make this journey?

Who were the Listeners? How did they 

turn to phantoms/lost souls?

or think of a sequel:
what happens next to either ‘The 

listeners’ or ‘The traveller’?

what would have happened if he hadn’t 

gone away, but had opened the door 

instead?

The ‘what ifs’ are endless.



The Listener came as I promised…
As I had kept my word, here I w..a..s…. 

Without any hesitation I knocked but no one answered…Frustration enveloped me… Curiosity… Anxiety… 
fear loomed above like a dark soul?.... I slowly edged the door, not knowing what lay ahead, beyond the 
unknown...

The shrouded dim lit dining room chair suddenly jolted back and tilted towards me, a gracious 
invitation by an invisible host it seemed…The house seemed as if under constant shadow, as if the sun 
kept reaching for those dry parched walls that shrank away. And so its windows stayed black without 
the rippling effect of the light, never knowing that the dust that clung to it, the dirt of years, could so 
easily be washed away. The bare walls  so cold to the human touch, stealing the heat from these warm 
slender fingers, never caring if my own heart froze. 

That these were the soulless ghosts residing was a certainty, that they gathered around screaming 
silently was a fact, yet only the barren house wished for those rays to kiss it some warmth.
I stood perplexed and still.

Until then the paint will peel and the wood will rot, forever wishing for the warmth of a touch. Piercing 
shrieks planted me to the ground. My anxiety crept inside of me Made it hard to breathe...I stood 
perplexed and still. Stealthily, I  felt my soul taken away…
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Slowly…. approaching the moonlit,wooden door,I carefully stepped through the ferny grasses. 
I had kept my promise ever since I had parted from home. I shivered;ferns grew;my horse chewed.
“Is there anybody there?”I asked,waiting for an answer.

Throughout the night I knocked and knocked but no one descended. Dawn had made its stop and still
I had no answer to my question. I was ready to turn back but I knew I

couldn’t. It was a promise.
A promise that day I would return home….

Wolves howled;owls hooted;bats screeching There was only oneway I pondered to 
myself.  I would open the door…
A menacing creak was heard when, I, the Traveller pushed the
door open to find…

horrified at what could have been that happened. I
went inside to investigate . . . . . when my death ponced on me….
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The following day he returned, his head still filled with bothersome thoughts. What if they aren’t here? What if 
they attack him? 
What if –
“Oh stop thinking dumb thoughts” he whispered “they aren’t gonna do anything to you!” 

Well, at least that was what he thought He smote on the door. 

Rat-a-tat-tat. 

Slowly, the door slid open, Just about enough space for him to slip inside. He tied up is horse to a nearby pole as it 
champed so yellow, dead grass.He peeped inside - no one was there, then how did the door open? 
“Never mind” he thought “let’s just get this over with” And he entered “Anyone home!” 

He shouted No answer, so he proceeded Inside, they was a decent sized table with for small chairs, all of them were 
a kind of caramel colour, a cloth hung on the chair that was on the right side of the table. Most things in the house 
were the same caramel colour. 

Cautiously, he crept up the ramshackle, dirty stairs which were at the back of the room. He t urned to his left to see 
what was upstairs What he saw, was the most astonishing thing he had ever seen. His daughter lay in a blood 
puddle with blood streaming from her mouth.

“Fa... father.” She whispered, and her soul withered away…the silence was indeed defeaning!!!
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The door was shut. Everything was silent. He had 

simply felt a touch of regret inside of himself. But yet 

again he loved it . everything was fine. Until, he 

realized he made the biggest mistake in his life 

through opening one, simple, dark, oak, door. 

Everything was silent. It was cold inside. Nothing felt 

good. Perhaps, he went on the wrong track and 

risked everything in his life through one door 

opening.

Once he had made it inside, He heard nothing . And 

something he knows is that if he hears silence and 

everything is still there is something wrong. Instead 

of knocking and asking who was here he had 

simply opened the moonlit door with no intention of 

something so still and quiet being able to kill him. So 

simple yet lifekilling.
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